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GOLD Overview
Revamped GOLD database GOLD v.8 is based on a four-level project
classification system. These are Studies, Biosamples/Organisms, Sequencing
Projects (SPs) and Analysis Projects (APs).

Study is an umbrella Project that broadly defines the overall goal of a research
proposal and outlines the key objective of its underlying projects. It contains the
list of sequencing projects that are part of the original proposal. Proposal is a
synonym to Study. E.g., HMP study, GEBA study.
Biosample is the description of the environment from where the DNA/RNA sample
was collected. A Biosample is described with metadata such as habitat,
ecosystem, geographical location, latitude and longitude. Currently GOLD
Biosample entities are defined for all metagenome and metatranscriptome
samples, i.e. for non-isolate genomes. DNA or RNA extracted from the same
physical sample can be used for metagenome and metatranscriptome projects
respectively.
Organism is used to describe an individual entity such as a bacterium, fungus,
plant, animal or a virus. It can be a cultured isolate of a pure strain of bacterium or
an uncultured single-cell isolated using cell sorting. Metagenome-Assembled
Genomes (MAGs) associate with a new type of uncultured, non-living Organism in
GOLD. All Organisms are required to have basic taxonomic information such as
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genus, species, strain, NCBI taxonomy ID, phylum etc. Defining an Organism
entity is essential to create GOLD Sequencing Projects with sequencing strategies
such as Whole genome sequencing and Transcriptome.
Sequencing Project (SP) represents the sequencing output from an individual
Organism or Biosample. An individual genome project may be composed of more
than one sequencing reaction and/or sequencing technology. A Sequencing
Project may be an isolate genome, a single cell, a metagenome, a
metatranscriptome etc. Multiple different Sequencing Projects may be created
from a single Organism. Similarly, DNA and RNA from the same Biosample can
form 2 different Sequencing Projects.
Analysis Project (AP) is the informatics processing of a Sequencing Project. It
describes how the assembly and annotation of a Sequencing Project were
performed. Individual submissions in IMG represent individual Analysis Projects in
GOLD.
Please refer to our publication titled “Genomes OnLine Database (GOLD) v.8:
overview and updates” in NAR annual database issue for more details about this
four level organization. Description of commonly used GOLD terms can be found
in the help page https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/help under ‘GOLD Terminology’ section.
Additionally, answers to most commonly used questions are also available in the
help page under ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ section

How to enter new Sequencing Projects and/or Analysis Projects
in GOLD?
From GOLD’s home page click on “Register” button to go to a landing page for
entering Sequencing Projects and/or Analysis Projects.
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Here you can click on “Create a new Sequencing Project in GOLD” or “Create a
new Analysis Project for submission to IMG” to enter a new Sequencing Project or
Analysis Project.
If your Sequencing Project is not yet entered in GOLD, you will start by clicking on
“Create a new Sequencing Project in GOLD” link. If you already entered your
project in GOLD, you can click on “Create a new Analysis Project for submission
to IMG” link to enter Analysis Project.

1) Entering a new isolate genome Sequencing Project and an
Analysis Project.
Study à Organism à Sequencing Project à Analysis Project

Click on “Create a new Sequencing Project in GOLD” and select “Organism” to
create a Sequencing Project for an isolate genome. This will take you to the
following screen where you will be able to select an existing study (using the dropdown menu), under which you are carrying out this new sequencing project, or to
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create a new study. Select a matching study when applicable, using the drop-down
menu.

If this sequencing project is pursued under a new study, click on “Add a new Study
to GOLD” button to go to the following Study entry form. Fill in all required fields. If
there is a BioProject comprised of multiple other BioProjects representing different
sequencing projects enter it here under NCBI umbrella BioProject. For example,
umbrella BioProject for HMP project is PRJNA28331.
Do not enter NCBI BioProject IDs you obtained for individual SPs here at Study
level. You will be able to enter those at SP level.
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Entering a new Study:

Click on ‘Create New Study’ and proceed to select an existing Organism or add a
new Organism corresponding to your Sequencing Project.
Selecting or entering an Organism:
For isolate genome sequencing projects, you need to select an existing Organism
or create a new Organism. First, search for the existence of a specific Organism
that is already in GOLD, so you don’t have to enter it again. Once you start typing
any part of the Organism name like strain, culture collection ids (example DSM
1234 or ATCC 4567 etc.), you will be presented with a matching list of organisms
to choose from. Select matching Organism only if the match is up to the strain
level.
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If the Organism you are sequencing is not available, click on “Add a new Organism
to GOLD” button to proceed to enter a new GOLD Organism. Then you will be
asked to select the “type” of Organism you are sequencing: cultured or uncultured.
Choose the appropriate type using radio button.

If the Organism is isolated from a specific environment, you have the option to
select a package such as Soil, Water, Hydrocarbon, Sediment etc to get access to
many metadata fields specific to that respective environment. Otherwise, select
the Standard package to access the default Organism entry form.
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Fill in organism specific information like organism name, genus, species, strain,
NCBI taxonomy id, culture collection id etc. in the form. Please note that to fill in
the field Species correctly, you need to use binomial (aka binary) nomenclature to
comply with the nomenclature convention followed by NCBI taxonomy, e.g.,
“Escherichia coli.” In cases when the taxonomy is known down to the genus only,
use a format “Genus sp. strain,” e.g., “Pseudomonas sp. 250J”. Fill in available
metadata.
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Entering Sequencing Project:
After choosing an existing Organism or entering a new Organism, proceed to
create a new Sequencing Project. Fill in all required fields such as sequencing
center, project description, sequencing strategy, technology etc. as shown in the
screenshot below.
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Once you fill in all relevant information, click on “Create New Sequencing Project”
to complete the process of entering a new sequencing project into GOLD.
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Now you can proceed to create a GOLD Analysis Project for use in IMG or you
can leave and come back later (i.e. when you are ready to submit data to IMG) to
create a GOLD AP.
Entering Genome Analysis Project for isolate genome:
Go to main project submission page and click on “Create a new Analysis Project
for submission to IMG”. Select “Create Genome Analysis (Isolate) Project” from
drop-down menu and click on “Next”.

As shown in the figure below, you can create a genome Analysis Project for your
own Sequencing Project that you just created or for any public sequencing project
in GOLD that you want to analyze.
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To create an Analysis Project for your own Sequencing Project, select the
particular Sequencing Project from the drop-down menu as shown below, to go to
the Analysis Project creation page.

Fill in the required information as shown below to enter an Analysis Project. You
can provide a suffix to AP name like version number, first draft etc. if you are
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planning to submit multiple assemblies of the same sequence, or you can leave
this field blank.

Once you create an AP successfully, you will see the following window. If you are
ready to submit your dataset to IMG, click on the link to proceed to IMG for data
submission. You can create additional APs in future on the same Sequencing
Project, if you have new assembly or additional sequence to include. In case, you
need to submit a different version or re-assembly of the same genome, provide a
suffix to AP name.
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The first AP you created on any given SP will be the primary AP. All additional
APs will go in as reanalysis. However, you may be able to change this later i.e.
designate a later submission as primary.
You can create an AP for a public project, for cases where you may have reassembled the public data for an organism and want to analyze the new assembly.
In such cases, use the search box to select a public project of your interest, as
shown below, and click next to proceed to the Analysis Project creation page.

Fill in the required information for Analysis Project as described earlier. When you
are creating an AP on a public SP, you must select an appropriate study (if you
have more than one study in GOLD) for your AP. You also have the option of
creating a new Study at this point.

2) Entering Single Cell Sequencing Project (SP) and associated
Analysis Projects (APs), for submitting data to IMG.
Study àOrganism (uncultured/single cell) à Sequencing Project à Analysis
Project
Entering a single cell genome sequencing project is similar to entering an isolate
genome project as described above. The main difference is in defining organism
as a single cell. Entering an organism for a single cell project, you need to select
“Uncultured” as shown below. Because no one else can possibly possess the
same single cell that you isolated from an environment, you won’t be able to find
a specific organism entry in GOLD to choose from in this case.
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If the Organism is from a specific environment you have the option to select the
Soil, Water, Sediment or other package and have access to several metadata
fields specific to the respective environment. Otherwise select the Standard
package to access the default Organism entry form.
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You will proceed to enter new single cell organism as shown below. The form is
like that of an isolate Organism; the only difference being the Cultured/Uncultured
field is set to Uncultured by default. Select ‘Single Cell’ from the Uncultured Type
menu.

Once you created an Organism, you will proceed to create SP as shown in the
case of creating SP for isolate genome project.
After you create a sequencing project, you will have two choices for creating APs
for single cell-based SPs. They are Single Cell Analysis (unscreened) and Single
Cell Analysis (Screened).
Typically, a Single Cell Analysis (unscreened) AP is used when no additional
screening is done besides standard contamination screen.
Single Cell Analysis (Screened) is used when extensive manual or automatic
screening is performed to remove sequence that doesn’t belong to the single cell
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of your interest. This is more extensive and beyond routine screening for known
contamination in the sequencing process.
Creating Single Cell Analysis (Unscreened) AP:
Launch AP selection wizard as shown below.

Select the corresponding single cell project from the pull-down list.

Fill in the fields and submit the following form to create an AP for Single Cell
(Unscreened)
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Once an AP is created, you will see the following window. Click on “Follow this
link” to proceed to IMG to submit sequence data.
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Creating Single Cell Analysis (Screened) AP:
Launch AP selection wizard as shown below.

Choose the corresponding single cell project from the drop-down list.

Fill and submit the following form to create an AP for Single Cell (Screened)
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Once an AP is created, you will see the following window. Click on “Follow this
link” to proceed to IMG to submit sequence data.
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3) Entering metagenome Sequencing Project (SP) and
associated Analysis Project (AP), for submitting data to IMG.
Study à Biosample à Sequencing Project à Analysis Project
At the onset, select Biome if you are set out to enter a metagenome SP.

Entering a new Metagenome Study: Either select a previously created Study,
using “Search for study” box, or enter a new Study as shown below. GOLD follows
a standardized system for naming Metagenome Study, Biosample, SP and APs.
Create a Study using the standardized, canonical naming system described here:
https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/resources/Standardized_Metagenome_Naming.pdf
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Click “Create New Study” to enter new Study.
Entering a new Biosample:
Proceed to enter a Biosample. Either select a previously created Biosample or
enter a new Biosample using the standardized, canonical naming system
described here:
https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/resources/Standardized_Metagenome_Naming.pdf
For each physical sample sequenced separately, a separate Biosample must be
created. If the sample is from a specific environment, you have the option to select
one of the several environmental packages like Soil, Water, Hydrocarbon etc. and
have access to many metadata fields specific to the respective environment. For
example, select the Soil Package to fill in details of a sample isolated from the
garden soil environment.
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Fill all required fields in the Biosample entry form. For a metagenome, Biosample
ecosystem classification, latitude, longitude, geographic location, habitat, type of
communities, sample collection site are some of the important and required
metadata fields. Fields specific to the Soil package are highlighted under dark blue
headers.
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After creating a Biosample as shown above, proceed to enter a metagenome SP.
Entering Metagenome Sequencing Project:
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By completing and submitting the above form, you will be able to create a new
metagenome sequencing project in GOLD.
In addition to the standard metagenome sequencing project, there are two
subtypes of metagenome SPs that are available to the user to choose from, based
on how the sample was isolated. These two subtypes are:
i)

Metagenome - Cell Enrichment: A draft metagenome assembly
derived from a cell enrichment (> 1 cell) sample. A cell enrichment is
generally obtained by physical separation of a biologically relevant unit,
such as microcolonies. Due to the low biomass for cell enrichments, the
extracted DNA is typically amplified using whole-genome amplification
prior to sequencing.

ii)

Metagenome - Single Particle Sort: A draft genome or metagenome
assembly derived from a single particle isolated via flow cytometry. A
single particle sort can consist of a single cell or an aggregate of multiple
cells, not necessarily of the same phylogenetic background. The
extracted DNA is amplified using whole-genome amplification prior to
sequencing. No amplicon-based 16S rRNA gene information is available
for single particle sorts.

Entering Metagenome Analysis Project:
Go to main project submission page and click on “Create a new Analysis Project
for submission to IMG”.
Select “Create Metagenome Analysis Project” (or Metagenome – Cell Enrichment
or Metagenome - Single Particle Sort Analysis Project) from pull down menu and
click “Next”.
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Similar to Genome Analysis Projects described earlier, you can create
Metagenome Analysis Projects for your own Sequencing Project that you have
created or for a public Sequencing Project in GOLD if you want to analyze your
own re-assembly of the public data associated with this project.
To create an AP for your own metagenome sequencing project, select the SP from
the pull-down menu, as shown in the figure below, and click on “Next”.
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Fill in required fields to create AP for metagenome analysis.

Once you submit the above form, a metagenome analysis AP will be created, and
you will see the following message.

Proceed to IMG to submit data or make a note of the AP ID and return later to IMG
for submitting data.
Steps for creating a Metagenome AP for a public Metagenome SP are similar to
that described earlier.
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Metatranscriptome APs can be created only for your own metatranscriptome SPs
in the same manner as metagenome APs described above.

4) Creating Combined Assembly Analysis Projects in GOLD.
When you combine sequence data from more than one sequencing project and
generate a single assembly, it is called combined assembly. Currently we support
five types of combined assemblies. They can be between the same type of projects
or between different types of sequencing projects such as
1) Metagenomic projects
2) Metagenomic project with Single-Cells
3) Metatranscriptome projects
4) Single-Cell projects
5) Sequencing Projects from a single Organism

4a) Creating metagenomic combined assembly Analysis Project
(AP), for submitting data to IMG.
Use case: Say you have two or more metagenome SPs in GOLD, and you are
hoping to get a better assembly by doing a combined assembly of the sequences
you obtained under more than one SP. Then you need to create a combined
assembly AP in GOLD.
You will do that by first selecting the AP type “Create Combined Assembly” from
the pull-down list.
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Click on “Next” to proceed to the next screen.
Using the search box, select two or more metagenome sequencing projects that
you used to do your combined assembly as shown below and click on “Next”.
Please note that you can search using SP names only, not IDs.

Fill in the required fields. If the SPs you used in combined assembly came from
two different studies, here you will be able to select the study under which you
want your new AP to appear.
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Once you create a combined assembly AP, proceed to IMG to submit your data.
Combined assembly APs for metatranscriptome projects can also be created in a
similar manner.

4b) Creating metagenomic and single cell combined assembly
Analysis Project (AP), for submitting data to IMG.
Use case: Say you have sequenced a single cell genome. But it is a partial
assembly. Then you found hits in one of your metagenomes to this single cell
genome and wanted take advantage of the available metagenome sequence to
get a better assembly for your single cell genome. Then you need to create a
combined assembly AP that includes metagenome and single cell SPs. You will
do that by first selecting the AP type “Create Combined Assembly” from the pulldown list. Click on “Next” to proceed to the next screen.
Select the type of sequencing projects that make up the combined assembly as
shown below. Since this is a combined assembly of metagenome and single cell
SPs select “Metagenomic projects with Single Cells”.
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Using the search boxes, select one or more metagenome and single cell genome
sequencing projects that you used to do your combined assembly as shown above.
Separate search boxes were provided to select metagenome(s) and single cell
sequencing projects. Once you select all component SPs that were used for your
combined assembly, click on “Next” to continue.”

Fill in the required fields. If the SPs you used in combined assembly came from
two different studies, here you will be able to select the study under which you
want your new AP to appear.
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Once you create a combined assembly AP, proceed to IMG to submit your data to
IMG.

4c) Creating single cell combined assembly Analysis Project (AP),
for submitting data to IMG.
Use case: Say you have sequenced several single cell genomes and assembled
them separately. But each one of those ended up being partial assemblies. Then
you found two of the single cell genomes you sequenced appeared to be very
similar. So, you decided to create a combined assembly using sequence data from
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two individual single cell genome projects. Then you need to create a combined
assembly AP that includes both single cell SPs. You will do that by first selecting
the AP type “Create Combined Assembly” from the pull-down list. Click on “Next”
to proceed to the next screen.
Select the type of sequencing projects that make up the combined assembly as
shown below. Since this is a combined assembly of two single cell SPs, select
“Single-Cell projects”.

Using the search boxes, select two or more single cell genome sequencing
projects that you used to create your combined assembly as shown above. Once
you select all component SPs that went into combined assembly. Click next to
continue.
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Fill in the required fields. If the SPs you used in combined assembly came from
two different studies, here you will be able to select the study under which you
want your new AP to appear. Click on “Submit” to finish creating a new AP. Once
you create a combined assembly AP for two single cell genomes, proceed to IMG
to submit your data.

4d) Creating combined assembly Analysis Project (AP) with
sequencing projects from a single organism, for submitting data
to IMG.
Use case: Say you have sequenced a single organism but have not managed to
get a good assembly. Then you realize that another group has sequenced the
same organism but using a different sequencing technology. Both above
Sequencing Projects exist as separate SPs in GOLD. You have the option to
combine sequence data from the two sequencing projects to create a combined
assembly AP and get a better assembly. This option is only available if you have
two or more Sequencing Projects for a single GOLD Organism. To enter such a
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combined assembly AP, you should first select the AP type “Create Combined
Assembly” from the pull-down list and click on “Next” to proceed to the following
screen.

Select the “Sequencing projects from a single organism” radio button as shown in
the image above. In the search bar, enter the name of the organism for which you
want to create the combined assembly AP. Note that only those Organisms that
have two or more Sequencing Projects in your GOLD user account will show up.
Once you have selected the Organism of your choice, the Sequencing Projects
associated with it will be displayed in the box below. Proceed by selecting the
Sequencing Projects that you want to include in your Combined Assembly AP and
click ‘Next’.
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Fill in the required fields as shown above. If the SPs you used in combined
assembly came from two different Studies, here you will be able to select the study
under which you want your new AP to appear. Click on “Submit” to finish creating
a new AP. Once you create a combined assembly AP, proceed to IMG to submit
your data.
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